
Corinthians Creative Café November 2015 
The Big Question!   Does FCYC need a new Club House? 
 Although a small sample, a significant majority of members present at the Creative Cafe, reckoned we can 
manage fine with the Bell Block (or variations of it) and did not see the need for a new Club House. That being 
said the overwhelming majority did without doubt recognise the value of a good social hub. So what does the 
Council think about that? The short answer is a simple one, we continue as we are at the moment, perhaps 
making modest improvements to the Bell Block that would make it more user friendly meantime and during 
next Sailing Season. We have however not ruled out the possibility of a new Club House in the future and will 
continually review the matter as the Club’s needs, aspirations and resources evolve and of course any new 
opportunities present. 
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The Big Vote : FCYC Clubhouse 

FCYC doesn’t need a clubhouse 

FCYC does need a new clubhouse

FCYC can manage with the Bell Block (or variation of it)



Next steps: 
• Racing/cruising group established 

to review the sailing programme 
and organise more cruising 

• Organise a crew list for racing and 
crusing 

• Set up a Comms group to work 
on: email, handbook, website, 
newsletter and look at best way 
to communicate with each other 

• Quick hit: committee of 4 people 
to help do sailing/harbour  

• Quick hit: mooring done by 
committee plus owners (helps 
them learn) 
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What people were talking and 
voting about on the night 

Members being
involved in the club

Getting out on the
water

Clubhouse/yard

Harbour

Communication

Social
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Contributing

Yard

Cruising

Racing

Training

Comms

New members

Smaller boats

Harbour

Unused boats

Outdoor social space

On The Water

Equipment

Social

Crew

Slipway

Clubhouse/Bellblock

Appendix 1: Further breakdown of 
what people voted on 


